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rnstruetion : Answer the questians in Engtish onty.

SECTION _ A
(very short answer type - Each carries 1 mark - Answer a, 5 questions)
1' Which is more acidic : acetic acid or chroroacetic acid ?
2' The separation of a racemic mixture into its d and / components is called

Give two exarnples for copolyrners.

The thermodynamic variabre, which is the sum of internar energy and theproduct of pressure and volume is known as
t 

1:'*t"*: 
which increases rhe activit y of acaralyst is known as

SECTION -- B
(shofi answer type - Each carries 2 marks - Answer 4 questions out of 6)6' Distinguish between unidentate and bidentate rigands.
7. What is meant by peroxide effect ?
8. Define conformational isomerism.

a
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9. Name any one synthetic rubber and give its uses.

10' state the first raw of thermodynamics and exprain.

1 
'1 ' calculate the half-life of a first order reaction of rate constant 0.025 min-r. (4x2=g)

SECTION - C

(short essay type - Each carries 3 marks - Answer 3 questions out of 5)
12. Predict the magnetic behavior of [co(cN)ul.- ion, on the basis of varencebond theory.

13. Describe geometricar isomerism taking 2-butene as exampre.

14. Distinguish between thermoprastics and thermosetting prastics.
'15. Detine Gibb's free energy. Discuss its physicar significance.

16' How does collision theory explain the effect of temperature on the reactionrate ?
(3x3=9)

SECTION _ D
(Long essay type - Each carries 5 marks - Answer 2 questions out of 4)
17 ' a) what are the main postulates of werner's theory of coordination complexes ?

b) Find the effective atomic number of centrar atom of [cu(NH.)u]r*.
18. Describe the mechanism of an Sr1 reaction.

19' a) Discuss the mechanism of nitration of benzene.
b) Explain the physical significance of entropy. (2+3)

2A' a) write a note on opticar isomerism of ractic acid.
b) whal are the factors affecting the rate of a chemical reaction ? (2+3)

(2xS=10)


